In the works [1, 15j the problems about the motions of ideal fluid contained in an elastic bottom vessel or in a solid vessel with flotations on the free surfaces were investigated. In this paper we consider the motion of incompressible viscous tluid contained in a vessel with flotation on the free surface. The unique existence theorem of solution is proved, the spectrum structure and the completeness of the characteristic vector system are studied. We consider the elementary conclusion of the boundary condition for the free weighable surface r. As in the works [1, 2, 3] we write the second Newton law for the element AT of the free surface at the point X E r. In the linear approximation this law is written in· the following form
FORMULATION ON THE PROBLEM .
Let us introduce an incompressible viscOus fluid contained in a vessel. On the solid boundary S the boundary condition-v = 0 where v = ( v1, t '2, v3) is the velocity of the fluid particles. As in the work [1] it is supposed that the weighable particles of some substances float on the fre!i! smface r. On the free vibration process they a.re not acting each with other or their interaction is negligible. From the dynamical of view, the availability of the no~ interacting one another particles floating on the free fluid surface r may be interpreted when the free surfac.z is regarded M weighable surface with surface density of mass distribution o(x) (x E f) where o(x) 2: 0 and may become zero indentically in some subregions of the region r.
We consider the elementary conclusion of the boundary condition for the free weighable surface r. As in the works [1, 2, 3] we write the second Newton law for the element AT of the free surface at the point X E r. In the linear approximation this law is written in· the following form Here p is the fluid pressure, p-the fluid density 1 v -the coefficient of kinematic viscousity. at p-2pv ax3 = pgv3
If S(x) = 0, the condition (1.2) become the condition of the problem in the work [4] .
As in the works [3, 4] we get the boundary problem describing the motion of the fluid:
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FUNCTION SPACES AND AUXILIARY PROBLEMS
Denote £2(0) by the space of quadratically integrable vector-functions v in fl.
In [llj the following decomposition of £ 2 (0) is given where
is given as follo":s:
Here n is the external normal of the free surface r.
(1. 
Denote H 2 (r) by the space of quadratically integrable functions <pEr. Let H;'/ 2 (r) be the duel space of Hi/ 2 (r) [12] . We 
In [4] we find the following lemmas: 
The operator Q giving the solution of the problem ( v(2) = QW) is compact and it maps H _ into
Wi o(fl).
THE UNIQUE EXISTENCE THEOREM OF THE SOLUTION
Using the lemmas 1, 2 we can prove that the equations (1.3), (1.4) with the conditions (1.5) -(1.7} are equivalent to the following equation system 
Here the operators v = C~1 ; Let us differentiate the first equation of (3.2) with respect to t, then from (3.2) we get t.h~ following equation
Here the operator Ao = v·cov is compact in the space L2(fl). In the case when Re ,\ < 0, using the properties of the operators B and Ao we have N(r, B) and N(r, v-1 A~~·) are the spectrum distribution functions of the operators B and v-1 A1 1 in the region 1>.1 < r and c 1 = v-3 1 2 mes !l/{37r) 2 [8] .
Therefore, using the theorem 1 of the work [9] and the formula {4. 4) In the work [5] the orthogonal projectors P 1 = V*V onto J,(!l) and P 2 =I-P 1 onto J 0 {!l) were produced. It is clear that Ker V = J 0 {!l) and P 2 V* = P2V'VV* = P 2 P 1 V* =D. Hence, using [8] p g 1611"
After operating two sides of the equation F 2 (>.n = 0 by the operators P 1 and P 2 we get 
